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Virus And Smell Killer

HYGIENIX 1000 SERIES
VIRUS & SMELL KILLER

WHY USE HYGIENIX ?
Airborne contaminants such as virus, bacteria,
bad-odour, smoke and fumes from cigarettes
and some household products are always
surrounding us. And our constant exposure
to these indoor air pollutants generate harmful

for a
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effects on our health.
Now with the UrbanTec Hygienix1000 series,
we can experience a safe, hygienic and healthy
environment. Hygienix significantly reduce
germs, bacteria and viruses in the
environment. It also acts as an effective
deodorizer against tabacco smoke, pet odours
and other bad odours. And at the same time,
it revitalises the stale air in the room.

Maintenance free
Hygienix 1000 series is maintenance free.
Unlike other commerical models which
requires cleaning and washing every few
months. There is no need for routine chemical
or water refill which easily incurs additional
costs and labour. With the Hygienix 1000
series you can enjoy a hassle free fresh air
environment.
Low power consumption
The Hygienix 1000 series operates at a very
low wattage, therefore the cost of maintaining
a clean air environment is negligible. For
example, 24 hrs daily operation a month
costs an estimate of S$0.30.
No Timer Required, No Overheating
Since all Hygienix models are designed and
built for roboust continuous 24 hours

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Eliminates virus, bacteria and fungus in
the air and on surfaces

Works silently

operation, there is no timer required to pause

The UrbanTec Hygienix 1000 series does not

operation as compared to air purifiers

use a fan or motor, so they are virtually silent.

employing corona discharge methods. This
is due to frequent overheating found in such

Durability

products and a timer is installed to extend

The Hygienix 1000 series is designed to be

its lifespan.

durable as it does not operate with moving
parts like fan or motor.

Removes smells, bad-odour, smoke and
fumes
Neutralizes toxins like CO, furniture
fumes, etc
Repels cockroaches, mosquitos and flies

Revitalizes and refreshes stale air

Decorative feature
The Hygienix 1000 series is specially designed
for commerical use. Both the wall mountable
and free standing unit designs complement
easily with most indoor decorations.
Enriched oxygen
The Hygienix 1000 series produces fresh

air, giving the room a pleasant, refreshing
Maintenance free

clean air environment.

WHY IS THE HYGIENIX EFFECTIVE?
It employs active cleaning technique. Enriched
oxygen are produced to remove airborne
containments by attacking the sources of
pollution directly, thus removing the source
of ordour and germs problems.

PROVEN TESTS
Tests conducted by Singapore government
testing organization reveal that this
technology significantly reduce bacteria
count in a given space.
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HYGIENIX MODELS

Hygienix 1000
Wall Mount Unit

Hygienix 1100
Free Standing Unit

Hygienix 1300

Portable Unit

Hygienix 1200

Car Unit

SPECIFICATIONS

RECOMMENDED APPLICATIONS

Effective Area

Common Area

Up to 27 sq. metres (2.5 metres height)

To prevent contagious disease from spreading

Bedroom
Power consumption

To eliminate virus and bacteria and reduce
fatigue

3 watts for Hygienix1300

Toilet

3 watts for Hygienix1200
5 watts for Hygienix1100
7 watts for Hygienix1000

ORDER NUMBER
UrbanTec Hygienix1000/G (Gold)
UrbanTec Hygienix1000/S (Silver)
UrbanTec Hygienix1100 (black only)
UrbanTec Hygienix1200

To remove smells due to bacteria growth and
fungus

Kitchen

To remove fumes, bacteria and repel
cockroaches
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